PLENUM - LUX SCIENTIA  - 9th August to 20th November 2011

Simeon Nelson: Rob Godman: Nick Rothwell

*Plenum* has received major support from Artichoke Trust (European Commission’s Culture Programme funding) for further development and tour. Lux Scientia is a major trans-European artistic collaboration, recently launched at the Skyway Festival in Torun (the Baroque Holy Spirit Church), Poland before being seen at the festivals light festivals in Tallinn, (Estonia) in September, and in the Lumiere in Durham (UK) during November.

Instigated by Simeon Nelson, *Plenum* features projected image onto the side of specifically chosen buildings with accompanying immersive sound. Nick Rothwell created an algorithmic video projection that obeyed physical models relating to attraction and gravity. The sound and vision are timed to the same code so there is a strong isomorphism between them. This projection is in real time, it is non-linear and self-generating, each time it is run it has different outcomes determined by the initial code parameters.